Navigator® customer portal

Navigator Release Notes

Release Date: March 11, 2020

The following remedies and enhancements are included in the Selection Navigator release dated March 11, 2020. This document is provided as a summary resource to improve your user experience with the Navigator® customer portal and the applications contained within the platform.

If, after reviewing this document, you have questions about anything contained within this release, contact the Navigator support team at navigatorsupport@hvacnavigator.com or call 844-319-0726.

Selection Navigator

What’s New?

BSNA
- Now able to view price summaries across estimates within a project. New project level node added to the Navigation Tree. What-if scenarios can be achieved by making estimates in the tree active or inactive.
- Permit fee for an Electrical Budget Estimate can now be specified with two decimal places of precision for more precise estimating.

Air Systems
- When a user duplicates a line item with CPU option from a release, the freight from the original line will not be copied.
- Warning message will be presented when the list price for any line item is updated during order report generation.
- Dynamic Submittals and Estimate Summary Report will be available for Ruskin products within Quick Documents.
- When a product is identified as inactive, the user will be given options to replace the inactive item or retain the inactive item. Inactive items cannot be ordered.
- View E-Catalog documents on the create documents page.
- When tabbing through fields, un-editable fields will now be skipped.
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Controls
- When editing a complex system that takes longer to load, the system busy spinner will be presented earlier so you can know the system is working on your edit request.
- When a typical product instance is edited, the product information dialog of the parent item will show information for the highlighted instance instead of the parent item.

Ducted Systems – Applied Rooftops - Premier
- Updated formatting of electrical data on the Performance Specification to match the factory attached label.

Ducted Systems - Unitary
- International 60hz products Unit Guide Specification and Control Guide Specification documents will now be included in Submittal report.
- The Selection Wizard will present a warning message when the user changes the ESP value to something different from Wizard Conditions.
- The Premier RTU will be returned as a candidate when Wizard Conditions include and Energy Recovery Wheel. If the Premier unit is chosen, the ERV options will be selected.
- When a Special Price Request is made for a DS Unitary product, the Request Header will be pre-populated with the Project Owner, Contact Phone Number and Contact Email from the currently logged in user.

Fire Detection
- Within System Selection, when editing a system, the spinner Icon will be displayed immediately while the system loads.
- Added a vertical scroll bar to the system selection tree for all fire detection systems. This enables a user to scroll the tree independently of the main screen to maintain visibility of the information tabs (System Documentation, Bill of Materials and Estimated Systems).

IDNAC System Configurator:
- Added the following new ceiling mount notification appliances to the IDNAC System Configurator.
  - A49AO-APPLC-O (Autocall Weatherproof Ceiling Mount Addressable Horn)
  - A49AVH-APPLC-O (Autocall Weatherproof Ceiling Mount Addressable Multi-Candela Horn/Strobe)
  - 49AO-APPLC-O (Simplex Weatherproof Ceiling Mount Addressable Horn)
  - 49AVH-APPLC-O (Simplex Weatherproof Ceiling Mount Addressable Multi-Candela Horn/Strobe)

Fixes

BSNA
- Consulting Engineer data is now properly shown on the 'Release to Operations Checklist'.
- Documents cannot be generated until the document repository has been created and is ready to store documents.
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- When generating documents from SharePoint, the document list is now properly filtered based on the SharePoint folder.

Air Systems
- When the Favorite Name field is updated from the Administration Panel, the modified date no longer displays the Favorite Name.
- Copied products now properly show the Markup value on Estimate Summary, Pricing Summary and other reports.
- Order state no longer changes when tabbing out of Release Description field.
- Documents now properly display options of items that have been copied and pasted into the estimate.
- Order Report now generated for CD35 model when use "others" is selected for the actuator.

Controls
- Corrected issue where the system does not show correct status based on the status of children products. The system status should reflect the “worst case” value of its children.
- The AOMS buttons are now properly displayed on a single line.

Ducted Systems – Applied Rooftops - Premier
- Corrected control diagrams with correct information for exhaust fan options.
- When Heat Source is selected as 'Hot Water Coil' or 'Steam Coil' for the product, Submittal Summary page and Fan Curve / Controls Diagrams will show the correct details.
- On Performance report, ERV value is now correctly seen for both Supply Fan and Exhaust Fan. ERV value of Exhaust Fan is no longer getting copied to ERV value of Supply Fan.

Ducted Systems – Applied Rooftops – S100/YPAL/OmniElite
- Electrical Data now includes B compressors and correctly calculates the MCA and MOP values.
- Glycol warning line only shows in event log when it is a glycol unit that is outside of the range.
- When a valid S100 unit is created with Extended warranties, PCAT, and Accessories, the Price Summary report should show all pricing that pertains to the units in the project.

Ducted Systems - Unitary
- ZZ Electric heat model no longer shows the Nominal Electric heat (kW) as blank.
- Residential Split now allows selection of MVC12C.
- When any line item has a rejected IPA, the Model tab will now be editable.

Fire Detection
- IDNet Configurator - Corrected Supervised IAM Encapsulated module to add 1 x address and 1 x unit load to circuit.
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- 4007ES Configurator - Corrected Alarm Load for SDACT module. 30mA Standby and 40mA Alarm.
- Corrected calculations for Discount, Unit Cost and Extended Cost for some products.

LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK
Do you have any feedback about these remedies and/or enhancements? Are they helpful? Will they improve your experience within Navigator? Please share your comments to help us better understand the needs of our users and continue to improve the tool.

Share your feedback/comments: navigatorsupport@hvacnavigator.com / 844-319-0726.